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Abstract. In the field of biophysics, deformation of in-vitro model tis-
sues is an experimental technique to explore the response of tissue to a
mechanical stimulus. However, automated registration before and after
deformation is an ongoing obstacle for measuring the tissue response on
the cellular level. Here, we propose to use an iterative point cloud reg-
istration (IPCR) method, for this problem. We apply the registration
method on point clouds representing the cellular centers of mass, which
are evaluated with a Watershed based segmentation of phase-contrast im-
ages of living tissue, acquired before and after deformation. Preliminary
evaluation of this method on three data sets shows high accuracy, with
82% - 92% correctly registered cells, which outperforms coherent point
drift (CPD). Hence, we propose the application of the IPCR method on
the problem of cell correspondence analysis.
1 Introduction
Epithelial and other types of tissues are constantly exposed to stress, which is
affecting the cell shape. The mechanism of this response is not understood, and
progress lies on deconvolving the response of individual cells comprising the tis-
sue. This requires sophisticated and automated image analysis techniques. Here,
we induce an affine deformation of a 2D tissue model to relate the macroscopic
deformation of the tissue to changes on the cellular level for a large number of
cells in an automated fashion.
In our experiments, MDCK II cells (Madin Darby Kidney Cells) were grown
as confluent epithelial cell layers on fibronectin(FN)-coated Polydimethylsilox-
ane (PDMS), and subjected to uniaxial stress through the underlying substrate.
With existing methods it is only possible to investigate the average cell shape
changes in the distributions over all cells for large tissue deformations. How-
ever, establishing the correspondence of every single cell is not yet possible for
statistical relevant sample sizes.
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The cell correspondence problem can also be formulated as a cell tracking
problem, which often relays on cell detection based on computer vision algo-
rithms [1,2] and a series of time frames as input. However, image registration
has been seldom employed for this purpose. Nonetheless, recent studies showed
that image registration is potent for aligning cell nuclei [3] and feasible for track-
ing of single cells imaged with phase-contrast [4].
In this work, we propose a novel approach based on Watershed segmenta-
tion and iterative point cloud registration (IPCR), to find the cellular corre-
spondences in the micrographs before and after deformation, such that shape
changes may be investigated for each cell independently. By this we present, to
the best of our knowledge, the first cell correspondence analysis algorithm using
point cloud registration.
2 Materials and Methods
Cell stretching and image acquisition: Clusters of MDCK II monolayers
(about 8,000 cells) were stretched using FN-coated PDMS substrates and a
cell-stretching device [5], see Fig. 1a. Samples were imaged before and subse-
quently after deformation in phase-contrast tile scans (Axiovert 200M, 10x/0.25
Achroplan, both Zeiss, pixel size: 0.8µm x 0.8µm) [6]. Resulting images were
background corrected [7] and stitched using ImageJ [8].
Semi-automatic cell correspondence analysis: The workflow of the pro-
posed approach to the cell correspondence analysis problem is illustrated in
Fig. 1. The approach consists of two steps, elaborated below: (i) Cell centroid
coordinates before and after stretching are obtained by segmentation. These cen-
troids represent the images as point clouds, for subsequent steps. (ii) The spatial
relationship of the point clouds is initialized by manual placement using a visual
representation. Finally, we obtain the spatial relationship and therefore, cellular
correspondence using IPCR.
(i) Cell segementation: Cell segmentation is implemented using MATLAB
[9]. As an input, the program can take either an image of a cell monolayer or a
stitched image showing a whole cell cluster.
1. If the input is a whole cell cluster, the edge of the cluster is found using Otsu’s
method [10], so that single cells and dirt outside the cluster are excluded.
Within the current imaging approach slightly lower threshold levels (90% of
the calculated level) provided the best outline of the cell cluster (Fig. 2a).
2. Small objects as well as the holes in the cell layer are removed by the area-
opening-procedure. The border of the cell cluster is recognized using a flood-
fill algorithm and used as a mask for further image analysis.
3. For the segmentation of single cell shapes within the mask, we used the
Watershed algorithm, which can be applied since cell-cell contacts appear
brighter in the image. After appling H-minima transformation to suppress
all insignificant minima in the image, we obtain the watershed lines using
the Fernand Meyer algorithm [11].
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Fig. 1. The workflow of the proposed approach. a) Scheme of the deformation exper-
iment. b) The original images, left: unstretched; right: stretched for 30%. Scale bar
50 µm. c) Zoomed-in images with center points. d) Original position of the two point
clouds. e) Initial position after manual placement. f) Best matching after the regis-
tration. The unstretched and the stretched images are denoted with red and green,
respectively.
4. Cells are recognized as different objects with the flood-fill algorithm, and
their center of mass is calculated assuming the same weight of each pixel
(Fig. 2 b). Objects which are too small to be a cell (deviate more than two
standard deviations from the mean cell area value) are removed.
Fig. 2. Segmentation results. a) Segmented border (red) of a typical cell cluster. b)
Cell segmentation (red) and corresponding centers of cell mass (white dots).
(ii) Iterative point cloud registration: As described previously, the cell
correspondences should be obtained based on the clouds of the extracted center
points. Fig. 3 shows the flowchart of our registration algorithm. The algorithm
is described in the following:
1. With a visualization of the extracted 2D point clouds assumingA = {a1, ...,aM}
as the source and B = {b1, ...,bN} as the target or the reference, an initial
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position T0 is obtained manually by moving the source cloud close to the
target cloud.
2. The initial point matching A0
c
and B0
c
is generated according to the initial
transformation T0 based on k -d tree nearest neighbor (NN) search [12]. Due
to the outlier rejection in the NN search, the matched point clouds are equal
to or smaller than the original point clouds, i. e. Ac ⊆ A and Bc ⊆ B.
3. The transformation matrix T is updated to achieve optimal alignment of the
two reciprocal point clouds Ac and Bc.
4. The point matching is recalculated using the new transformation matrix.
5. Step 3 and Step 4 are repeated until the termination criterion is fulfilled.
Fig. 3. Flowchart of the proposed IPCR method.
We used the Fast Library for Approximate Nearest Neighbors (FLANN) [12]
for the k -d tree NN search. Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy
(CMA-ES) [13] is utilized as the optimizer to update the transformation be-
tween the point clouds. Because the image was stretched, we assumed that the
transformation is affine and the variation can be constrained with translation
and scaling. The cost function of our optimization problem is defined with Eu-
clidean distances of the reciprocal points (see Eq. 1). We also used the average
Euclidean distance in the termination criterion of the iterative algorithm to de-
termine whether the best point matching is achieved.
f =
M ·N
K3
K∑
k=1
‖T · ac,k − bc,k‖ (1)
where K is the amount of the reciprocal pairs, M and N are the number of
points of the source and the target, K ≤M and K ≤ N .
3 Results
The proposed approach for cell correspondence analysis was evaluated with three
data sets. Each data set contains two images before and after the deformation,
as shown in Fig. 1b. Table 1 summarizes the information of the evaluated results
of these three data sets. Cells (U/S) records the total number of cells of the
unstretched (U) and stretched (S) images. The proposed approach is compared
with another major type of point cloud registration algorithm – the coherent
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point drift (CPD) algorithm [14]. Found shows the calculated correspondences
using FLANN [12] after the registration in percentage of the maximum of possible
correspondences. Eval. and correct records the number of evaluated pairs, and
out of those the correctly identified ones. The proposed approach obtained 88.4%
- 92.4% reciprocal cell pairs. The calculated accuracy, according to Eq. 2, is 81.7%
- 91.8%.
Acc.(%) = found(%)×
Correct correspondences
Evaluated cells
(2)
CPD [14] Proposed
Cells (U/S) deform. found (%) eval. correct Acc.(%) found(%) eval. correct Acc.(%)
Data set 1 160/156 30% 91.0 142 137 87.8 91.0 142 140 89.7
Data set 2 170/158 20.3% 86.1 136 52 32.9 92.4 146 145 91.8
Data set 3 1264/900 20.3% 88.2 301 69 20.2 88.4 289 267 81.7
Table 1. Information and results of the evaluated data sets.
4 Discussion
We propose a novel approach based on the Watershed algorithm and IPCR
to identify correspondences in the practical analysis of cells in tissue. We re-
port 81.7% to 91.8% of correctly aligned cells in the preliminary evaluation and
outperform CPD (with default parameter settings), which suggests that our ap-
proach is feasible for cell correspondence analysis. For the data set 1 with 30%
deformation, both methods performed similarly. Comparing the registration of
different sized data sets (2 and 3), the proposed method obtained more correct
reciprocal cell pairs in both cases. An important observation is that CPD pro-
vides high accuracy at the center of the input, declining with the distance to the
center. The reason could be that CPD supposes the point sets are distributions
built by a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). This may be due the manual initial-
ization used in this study and the uniform distribution term incorporated within
the GMM by CPD, designed to accommodate outliers and missing correspon-
dences. However, minimal missing correspondences and outliers were present in
the data used in this study. Consequently, CPD is inferred to over-constrain
the registration process, and the here proposed approach thus resulted in higher
accuracy.
It is important to note that only a baseline is provided in this work. Currently,
the deformation is assumed to be affine, as appropriate for the given experiment,
where only translation and scaling are considered. Rotation and elastic defor-
mation could also be considered for more complex problems, which could be
particularly relevant for tissues that exhibit large deformations or strong re-
structurings of the cell neighborhoods. The optimization and termination could
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be further improved by using the information on cell area and its connectivity
to other cells. Furthermore, the manual initialization could be replaced by an
automatic method, which would be useful for large data sets. For the analysis
of tissues over long time scales, the algorithm should be augmented to account
for cell death and division (i.e. missing correspondences). In the context of these
challenges, image registration seems a particularly suitable approach.
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